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ON CYCLIC VECTORS OF WEIGHTED SHIFTS
M. RABINDRANATHAN

Abstract.
Sufficient conditions on a sequence are given in
order that the linear manifold spanned by its right translates is
dense in certain Hubert spaces of sequences.

1. Introduction. A vector x in a Hubert space H is said to be a cyclic
vector for a bounded operator F on H if the sequence x, Tx, T2x, ■■■
spans H. The search for cyclic vectors for certain operators leads to
interesting approximation problems in function theory. One such operator
is the forward shift in the space of one-sided sequences square-summable
with respect to a weight. We consider a weight sequence {pin)}, n=0,
1, • • • , satisfying the conditions

(1)

P(n) > 0

(2)

pin + 1)
sup-——
< co.
pin)

Let l2ip) be the Hubert space of all one-sided sequences {an} for which
the norm
a

=

2KI2p(«)

is finite. The shift operator S on l2(p) is defined by
S(a0, ax, • • •) = (0, a0, ax, ■■■).

If (2) is satisfied, the operator S is bounded and

HSU= sup[p(« + \)lp(n)]112.

(See [5, Chapter 10].)
The problem of deciding whether a vector a in /2(p) is a cyclic vector
for S is the problem of deciding whether the right translates of a span the
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space l2ip). Motivated by classical results in harmonic analysis we introduce the "Laplace transform" of the sequence a and try to link the cyclicity
of a to properties of its transform. (See the introduction of [3].) Let us
assume that the number
(3)

F = lim inf Pin)ll2n

is different from zero. For each a in l2ip) define the function/,
relation

by the

CO

(4)

/«(z) = 2 a«z"n=0

Then/, is analytic in the disk {z:|z|<F}. The nonvanishing of/, is
easily seen to be a necessary condition for the cyclicity of a.
In [2] Beurling gave a complete description of cyclic vectors for the
forward shift in the case in which p(n)= 1 for every n. It was proved there
that a vector a is cyclic if and only if the associated analytic function is
outer. We must also mention the papers of Shapiro [9], [10], [11] where the
problem is studied in weighted sequence spaces. The weight sequences
that Shapiro considers are essentially moment sequences of measures on
the unit interval. In that case the problem of the density of linear combinations of translates of a sequence becomes a problem of polynomial
approximation in a weighted L2 space. The main feature of the present
work is that we do not assume that the weight sequence is a moment
sequence.
2. The main result. Before we state the main result of this paper, we
have to introduce some more notation. 7700will denote the algebra of all
bounded analytic functions in the unit disk. Let A be the Nevanlinna class
of analytic functions of bounded characteristic in the unit disk. A+
denotes the subclass of A consisting of those functions/for
which

f'log+ \firei6)\dd - r\og+ |/(e'8)| dB

Jo

Jo

as r-*~l —, where fie'e) = limr_afirelB).
It is well known that a function/
analytic in the unit disk belongs to the class A+ if and only if it is expressible in the form f=<pjip where <pand y are in 77°° and ip is outer. (See

[4, p. 26].)
Theorem 1. Let {pin)}, n=0, 1, 2, • ■• , be a nonincreasing sequence
of positive numbers satisfying the condition
(5)

liminfp(//)1/2"=

1.
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Let a=ia0, ax, • • •) be an element ofl2ip) and let fo be the analytic function defined by (4). If l\fa is in the class N+, then a is a cyclic vector for

the forward shift on l2ip).
Remark.
Condition (5) of the theorem deserves some comment. By
elementary arguments, it can be shown that

liminfpin)1'» S sup(p(« + 1)1pin)).
The theorem can actually be proved under the assumptions:
(i) {pin)} is nonincreasing.
(ii) lim inf pin)1/n = supipin+1)1 pin)).

(iii) The function l/fo is in the class N+ in the disk {z:|z|<F},
is defined by (3).

where F

In the version that is stated above we have thus made the normalization that both the numbers involved in (ii) are equal to one. It should
also be noted that if (ii) holds, then the lim inf in (ii) can be replaced by

the limit.
We need the following lemma in the proof of the theorem. This lemma
is of some independent interest. It must be compared with Lemma 5 of
Shields and Wallen [12]. We must mention that in the proof of the lemma
we do not assume that lim inf p(//)1/n>0.
Lemma. Let {pin)}, n=0, I, 2, • ■■, be a nonincreasing sequence of
positive numbers. Let a=(a0, xx, • ■•) be the sequence of Fourier coefficients
of an element <pof 7F°. Then the mapping Mv defined on /2(p) by Mva =
a * a is a bounded linear transformation. iHere a * a denotes the convolution of a. with a.) The mapping cp^-M^ has the following properties.
(0 II^»11 = IlÇ1IIco>where \rp\K is the supremum norm of cp in 77°°.
(ii) If {q>n} is a sequence

in Hœ such

that

{\\tpnWaf} is bounded

and

fn^'9)^y<p(eie)for a.e. 6 in [0, 27r) and cp is in 77e0, then {Mv } converges
to Mv in the strong operator topology.

Proof.
This lemma will be deduced from Theorem 1.1 of [7] using a
duality argument. Let r(/z)=l/p(/z).
Then {r(n)} is a nondecreasing
sequence and the dual space of l2(p) can be identified with the space /2(t).

The duality is given by
CO

(a, b) = 2 aj>n,

a e ?(p) and b e 1\t).

K=0

The adjoint of the forward shift S on l2(p) is the backward shift B on
l2(r) given by F(¿»0, bx, • ■-) = (bx, b2, ■■■).
The mapping that sends a sequence b in 12(t) to the analytic function
2£Lo bnz" m tne unit disk establishes an isometric isomorphism between
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12(t) and the space H2(r) consisting of all analytic functions in the Hardy
class 772 whose Fourier coefficients are in /2(t). We shall use the spaces
/2(t) and 772(t) interchangeably. Let F denote the orthogonal projection
of F2([0, 27r)) onto 772 (regarded as a subspace of F2). For an analytic
function cpin 77°° we use the notation f> to denote the analytic function in
77°° whose wth Taylor coefficient is the complex conjugate ofthat of <p.
We shall now quote some relevant facts from [7]. (These are contained

in the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [7].)
(I) For r/>in 77°° and g in 772(t) define T^g-P(q>g). Then F^ is a
bounded

operator

from H2(r) into itself and |j7^11^ IIc^lloo-

(II) If ?»is a polynomial, Ty= <p(B).
(Ill) If {cpn}is a sequence of polynomials and <pis an element of H00
such that {Halloo} is bounded and such that q>n(el9)—^çp(eie)for a.e. 6 in
[0, 27r), then for every g in 772(t) a subsequence of {T^ g} converges weakly

to T,g.
The operators B and S are both completely nonunitary contractions
(in fact, Bn-*Q strongly as //->oo). So we can make use of the functional
calculus of Sz.-Nagy and Foias [13, Chapter 3]. If the sequence {<pn}in 77°°
and the element cp in 77°° are such that {II93JL} is bounded and q>n(e*e)->(p(eiB) a.e. in [0, 27r), tpn(B)^cp(B) in the strong operator topology [13,
Theorem 2.1, p. 114 of the English translation]. By the observations (II)
and (III) above we have the conclusion fi(B)=T^. By the general results
about the functional calculus of Sz.-Nagy and Foias <p(B)*= cp(S). In
particular, we have Mv=tp(S) for every polynomial cp. By a direct verification we can prove that T? = Mip. Thus Mv = <p(S). Once again by the
functional calculus, M^—^M^ in the strong operator topology if a sequence
{<£>„}
in Hx converges to q>in Hœ boundedly and pointwise a.e. on the
unit circle. This completes the proof of the Lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let e0 be the sequence (1, 0, 0, • • •). It suffices
to prove that e0 can be approximated in l2(p) by a finite linear combination
of right translates of a. Write/, in the form cpjipwhere <pand rp are in H™
and q>is outer. Then yfa = <p. Let a. and ß be the sequences of Fourier
coefficients of cpand ip, respectively. Then a.=ß * a. By Beurling's theorem
and the fact that cp is outer, e0 can be approximated by a finite linear
combination of the right translates of a in the norm of the space I2 (i.e. the
space l2(p) with p(«)=l for all //). Since our weight sequence {p(n)} is
decreasing, the same approximation works in the space l2(p). Thus, given
£>0, we can find a sequence y with only finitely many nonzero entries

such that
\\ß * a * y -

e0\\ < e

where the norm above is the norm of l2(p). To complete the proof of the
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theorem, it suffices to find a sequence y' with only finitely many nonzero
entries such that
\\ß * a * y - y' * a * y\\ < e.

This can be done easily by appealing to the lemma. Choose a sequence
{ipn} of polynomials such that yn(e,e)->-ip(eie) a.e. on [0, 2it) and such that
{IIVnlL} is bounded. We will simply choose y' to be the sequence of
coefficients of ipn for a sufficiently large n.
The following corollary arose from a conversation with Allen Shields.

It has been proved by de Leeuw and Rudin [6] when the weights are all
equal to one.
Corollary

1.

Let {p(n)} be a weight sequence satisfying the conditions

of Theorem 1. If ael2(p)

is such that fo has positive real part, then a is

cyclicfor the forward shift S on l2(p).
Proof.

Since Re/,>0,

the same is true for Re(l//,).

I If, is in Hp for 0<//<l.

It follows that

(See [4, Theorem 3.2, p. 34].) It is also well

known that Hp is contained in A+ [4, p. 26]. Now the corollary follows
from Theorem 1.
By the same kind of argument we can prove a more general result. (See

[8, Theorem 4.4.9, p. 77].)
Corollary
2. Let {p(n)} be a weight sequence satisfying the condition
of Theorem 1. If for an element a in l2(p) the function fa has the form gk,
where k is a positive integer and g is an analytic function in the unit disk with
positive real part, then a is a cyclic vector for the forward shift S on l2(p).
3. A problem of Aharonov, Shapiro and Shields. After an earlier
version of this paper was written, a preprint of the paper [1] by Aharonov,
Shapiro and Shields was made available to the author. In that paper the
authors study weakly invertible elements in the Bergman space of squaresummable analytic functions in the unit disk. In the notations and terminology of the present paper, this is the study of cyclic vectors for the
forward shift in the space l2(p) with p(ri) = (l+n)~1. We shall denote this
space by Ax. More generally, let At denote the space l2(p) with p(n) =
(l+n)~e, where £>0. On the basis of the main result of [1] and earlier
results of Shapiro, the following question was raised in [1].
Question.
Let a be a sequence in Ac such that there exist positive constants c and k (depending on a) such that the inequality

(6)
holds in {z:|z|<l}.

\fa(z)\ = c(l - \z\f
Does it follow that a is a cyclic vector for the forward

shift in Ac1
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Theorem 2 stated below can be used to give a partial answer to this
question. This theorem can be proved by essentially the same argument
used to prove Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Let p be a weight sequence satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 1. Let abe a vector in l2(p) such that fa=gfh, where g-1 e A+ and
b is a cyclic vector for the forward shift on l2(p). Then a is cyclic for the

forward shift on l2(p).
Theorem 3. Let a be an element of Ac (e>0) such thatfo is in the Hardy
class Hp for some //>0. Iff satisfies (6), then a is a cyclic vector for the

forward shift on At.
Proof. /, can be factored uniquely in the form fa = uF where u is inner
and F is in 77" and is outer [4, p. 24]. It can be seen easily that F_1 is in
the class A+. Since F is Hp, there exists a constant M such that \F(z)\S
M(l —\z\)~1/p (see [4, p. 36]). Combining this with the assumption that
/, satisfies an inequality of the type (6), we see that u itself satisfies an
inequality like (6). By Lemma 4 of [9] this implies that the sequence of
Fourier coefficients of u is cyclic in Ac. Now Theorem 3 follows from
Theorem 2.
Remark.
For the case //=1, Theorem 3 has been obtained earlier by

Shapiro [11].
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